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Vemula Yellaiah‟s Kakka (2000), a madiga Dalit novel, depicts the madiga life in the 

post-independence Telangana. The agrarian relations, madiga culture and ritual, politics of 

anti-Nizam agitation, inter-caste rivalries, hostility against the Dalits and the futility of the 

State in changing the Dalits‟ lives are some of the aspects portrayed so realistically that they 

sound stranger than fiction to those who are not familiar with the rural Dalit life. The novel 

deals with the lives of three generations: Kakka, his mother and grandmother. Kakka and his 

mother suffer on account of the external as well as the internal contradictions of the caste. His 

problems as a madiga are compounded by the contradictions within the madiga community. 

The novelist privileges with pride, in keeping with the madigas‟ self-respect and identity 

movements, the madiganess that was earlier a matter of shame, insult and recoil. This article 

considers Kakka as an attempt at reclaimking madiga identity.   

 

Madiga Patriarchy 

An inward looking Dalit novel, Kakka portrays Dalit experience in terms of poverty, 

disputes and violence. The Dalit life in the pre-independence period was led by slavery and 

gleaning the leftovers as represented by the grandmother. The second generation Dalit life is 

portrayed through Kakka‟s mother, Kalemma, a widow. Her own caste men subject her to 

physical and mental violence accusing her of sexual relations; alienate her and her son from 

the madiga caste. Meting out inhuman torture, the mother and the son are excommunicated 

denying them work. Her son, Kakka resolves her problem by getting her suitably remarried. 

Widow Remarriages have been common among Dalits and sudras. Kakka meanwhile grows 

into a mature adult realizing that the problem of caste is too complicated subjecting the Dalits 

to oppression both within and outside the caste.  

The novel begins with his grandmother‟s recounting of the travails she had faced, 

especially the way her son (Kakka‟s father) died of a scorpion-bite while tilling the wet-fields 

of the Reddy landlords. Then on, Kakka begins his life as a child farmhand. His problems 

begin with the death of Ayyamma, his grandmother. Kakka and his mother Kalemma are left 

to themselves as they are not considered a part of the madigas. The fellow madigas refuse to 

allow them into the community. They are alienated within the madiga community. 
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Kakka, the child, who works as a contract labourer, is persecuted by the landlords. 

Therefore, his mother decides to stop him from work by squaring off the debt against which 

Kakka works. When she proposes to sell her share of whatever little land she owned, her 

brother-in-law, who too claims a stake, refuses to cooperate with her in selling the land. On 

the contrary, he attempts to seduce her taking advantage of her loneliness. When she refuses 

to submit herself to him, he conspires to take revenge against her by sending her out of the 

village. As a part of his ploy, he alleges that she has an illicit relationship with a neighboring 

farmhand, who used to frequent her for discussing her child‟s persecution by the landlords. 

 

Rachabanda: Symbol of Injustice  

 Justice is not delivered to women and Dalits in the traditional settlements of disputes 

in villages. The novelist uses rachabanda, the open place for settlement of disputes, as a 

symbol of injustice. Rachabanda is used in two contexts. The dispute of alleged extramarital 

relationship is brought to the rachabanda by a man. The headmen of the caste mete out 

inhuman punishment to Kalemma. The punishment includes battering her, dipping her fingers 

in simmering oil, making her hold a heated crowbar and so on. The caste men hang a garland 

of worn-out sandals on her house, raise a fence of thorny-twigs and piss around her house. 

They ex-communicate the mother and the son and deny them even the labour work in the 

village leading to their starvation. These forms of settlements and punishments are still in 

vogue in rural India.  

 

Advised by his mentor in the town, Kakka boldly sets about improving things for his 

mother by suitably getting her remarried, though she refuses initially. He fixes her remarriage 

with a widower from a neighboring village, and gets her married. 

 

 In a second instance at the end of the novel, the rachabanda again stands as a symbol 

of injustice this time by the government. On account of the land dispute, Kakka is thrashed, 

wounded by the Reddy landlords. Kakka having been suffered insult and violence, and 

denied of medical treatment, an educated Dalit college boy lodges a complaint and fights for 

justice. The government deputes an officer to examine the case. The officer, being 

sympathetic to the fellow Dalits, conducts a court in the village. The officer, moved by the 

incident, becomes sympathetic towards the Dalits. When the madigas demand for some land 
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for raising huts, the officer concedes. Enraged by the decision, the landlords of the village 

manhandle and wound the officers, who leave the village without settling the dispute. The 

rachabanda, which is a slab, breaks signifying the failure of the state mechanism in delivering 

justice to the Dalits. Ending inconclusively, the novel portrays the socio-political scenario of 

the Telangana region dealing with the conspiracy of Visalandhra and the atrocities of Reddy 

and Kamma landlords and Nizam‟s Razakars.  

 

Madigirkam: Productive Culture  

Kakka grows fond of learning madigirkam, the caste occupation. He dreams of 

rendering the service of madigirkam to the landlords, and befriends an old man by name 

Pakeerthaatha, who helps him become a farm hand to a dora, an upper caste landed gentry. 

During the nights, Kakka works hard to master madigirkam, which includes drum-beating, 

tanning, making and mending sandals and making agricultural leather items. He works hard 

to learn them all with a view to undertaking caste profession. But to his dismay, he learns that 

he is not entitled to the caste profession as he hails from a negligible „sect‟ of madigas in the 

village. Kakka feels humiliated on account of discrimination within his community. He 

considers it oppression by his caste men. He questions the exploitation, discrimination and 

intra-rivalries of the madiga community. 

 

Sub-sects within Madigas 

Convinced by Kakka‟s sincerity and hard work, Pakeerthaatha, who belongs to a 

different sect of the madigas, comes forward to offer him in marriage his granddaughter, 

Lasmakka in spite of resistance by the people of his sect. Arrangements for the marriage are 

afoot. When the women try to fetch puttammannu, anthill clay, a requirement in the wedding 

ritual, the landed gentry instigate the sudras to attack the madigas brutally on the day of 

Kakka‟s wedding. However, they complete the wedding ritual by fetching the anthill clay 

from a different place. After the wedding, when the madigas take the bride and the groom 

around the village in a procession, the landlords and the sudras thrash them mercilessly. In a 

third incident, when the landlords and sudras beat the madigas again, the latter retaliate by 

beating them back. 

 

Agrarian and Power Relations 
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 One of the landlords obtains on a blank paper the signature of Pakeerthaatha, to lodge 

a police complaint against the madigas. The landlords earlier made Pakeerthaatha sarpanch, 

the president of the village without the knowledge of anyone, including Pakeerthaatha. The 

police take all the madiga men into custody, and harass them in the Station. Pakeerthaatha, 

unable to bail out the madigas, commits suicide considering himself responsible for the 

disputes involving his caste men. 

 

 Meanwhile, the madigas reconcile themselves to the changing circumstances in the 

village. The farmhands are replaced by daily-wage workers. The local landlords let out the 

land on tenancy, and sell some of it to the migrant coastal farmers, who cultivate commercial 

crops replacing the conventional paddy and grains denying the labourers the food grains.  

 

 Disturbed by the disputes, and to overcome weariness, the madiga youth plan to 

perform a street play, because the professional cindu players refused, being earlier denied of 

the patronage of the madigas because of draught. Kakka is chosen for the lead role in a play 

called „Mahisasura Vadha‟ (assassination of Mahisasura) which deals with competing for 

supremacy between the gods and the demons. Kakka‟s wife resists him from playing the role 

as she finds the story similar to the incidents taking place in their village. Yet Kakka 

rehearses his role – the song and the action – with determination. When they get ready to 

enact the play, Kakka goes out to relieve himself, and has been whisked away by a group of 

unknown masked persons. They batter him and slit open his calf muscles causing wounds. 

They made him incapacitated preventing him from playing the role. 

  

Centering the Linguistic Marginality 

 The novel is written in a language that had been marginalized. By doing so, the writer 

aims at centering the language that was considered unworthy of literature earlier.  

 

Yellaiah uses many aspects of linguistic marginalization. Dalit literature being defiant 

deviates from the forms of the mainstream literature. Kakka is a step ahead in defiance of and 

deviation from the modern Telugu Dalit literature.  The main defiance of Kakka lies in its 

deviation even from the Dalit writing in respect of the style and the language that Yellaiah 

chooses in his novels. His effort is to reclaim, to privilege, to centre the Dalit language.  
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The first aspect of defiance is the use of Telangana dialect both in the dialogue and 

narrative. However, it is not a new experiment to write a novel entirely in the Telangana 

dialect. Other writers who used dialect in fiction include Dasharadhi Rangacharya in 

Telangana; Raavi Saastri in coastal Andhra; and Namini Subrahmanyam Nayudu in 

Rayalaseema. The use of the dialect in their novels received all-round acclaim since they 

belong to upper castes. But Kakka failed to evoke same kind of response among the 

mainstream readers for Yellaiah goes ahead of these writers in respect of register and mode.  

 

To enrich the Telangana dialect, Yellaiah uses for the first time, the madiga register. 

On this count, Kakka is the first of its kind in Telugu Dalit literature. The portrayal of the 

madiganess – tanning, making leather goods, dappu-beating, rendering agricultural services; 

cultural aspects like the rituals of birth, death, wedding, puberty, eating bullock-meat, 

devadasi system and sindus‟ street plays – are rendered using madiga register as they are 

culture specific; madiga specific.  

 

Yellaiah complements the Telangana dialect and madiga register with the use of the 

oral form. The novel is not written in the written mode but in the spoken mode – the orality. 

This is in keeping with the illiteracy of the Dalit characters and situations in the novel.  

 

 Most of the Telugu letters that Yellaiah uses are not „acceptable‟ in the written mode. 

He has successfully avoided the use of the allophones (k
h
, g

h
, ch

h
, j

h
, t

h
, d

h
, th

h
, dh

h
, p

h
 and 

b
h
), which are characteristic of written mode; which are hardly used in speech even by the 

educated speakers. Further, Yellaiah also avoided the use of post-alveolar „n’, „l’. The writer 

would say that they cannot be overcome overnight, and would ask, “How can Telugu Dalit 

literature come of age without overcoming the Sanscritic post-alveolar /l/ in „Dalit‟, which 

the Dalits themselves cannot pronounce?” (343).  

 

The next aspect of Kakka is about neologisms. Most of the words Yellaiah uses are 

not free morphemes. Several words he uses are not lexical in the sense that they cannot be 

found in the dictionaries; they do not exist in isolation. They need to be understood as 

separate words forming a new word. He would inflect or derive novel forms of words by 

strangely joining together separate words. The joining of the words is accomplished in a 

different way. This aspect of combining the words is characteristic of orality. By dong so 
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Yellaiah creates a new genre of the novel that could be termed shravya navala, an audio-

novel to be read aloud. 

  

True to the oral mode, the novelist breaks the rules of grammar of the written Telugu. 

The dexterity of the novelist is demonstrated in the style, which is different from the written 

but familiar to the spoken mode. Another unique feature of the narrative is doing away with 

punctuation, especially commas, quotes for dialogues and full stops. The avoidance of the 

punctuation allows the flow of narration in the manner of Dalit street-play called Sindukatha 

and Yakshagaanam; in the manner of an illiterate‟s speech. 

 

His experiments with the Telangana dialect, madiga register, morphology and syntax 

are aimed at legitimating the Dalit language. Kakka is thus a deviation even from the 

contemporary Telugu Dalit literature on three fronts – the dialect, the register and the orality. 

The reclaiming of the Dalit language through the stylistic experiments is but Dalitising 

Telugu by liberating it from the Sanskritic influence.  A Dalitised art form would have to be 

produced as an anti-thesis of and in opposition to the conventional art form.  This is 

accomplished in defying all the established and known forms and world views of the 

conventional art.  As defiance is the crux of Dalit protest, defiance of the conventional art-

forms forms the core of Dalit literature.   
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